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After watching the bonbardnent from the crest of a ridge above Messina I

descended to the coast and found no difficulty in obtaining a place on one of

our "ducks" - amphibious landing craft which carry about thirty fully equipped

nen or six tons of storps.

It would have been inpossible to conceive a more peaceful crossing of the

Straits, No enemy planes marred the clear blue of the sky above. No guns

spoke from the deserted ridges opposite. There was scarcely the slightest

swell to disturb the three mile channel across which from every available

beach lines of landing craft and light naval vessels of every sort were

proceeding. They crossed for the most part at nicely spaced intervals but

with a precision that suggested a. July naval regatta on the Solent rather

than art*amphibious operation of peculiar hazard and complexity" in. time

of war, Try as one could it was simply impossible tc connect this tranquil

morningl
s cruise with anything that bore the remotest resemblance to war. There

was indeed an American battery in the hills behind us that fired on occasional

volley from tine to time, but it seemed to convey more of a hint tc the

enemy
of trouble in store for them once the bulk of the Eighth Army got on land

than any more urgent threat, for by that time it must hoove been extremely

hard to know just whore enemy troops or guns were. They’d certainly pulled

out from the neighbourhood of the shore and hills above.

Again and again I have drawn attention to the total failure of the

Luftwaffe to take the initiative at any recent period of the Mediterranean

war.

Never was opportunity greater than this morning if the German Air Perce

had any remnant of their 1940 vigour.

Desp)ite all that our anti-aircraft guns might have dope, it is difficult

to believe that the L
uftwaffe, had it attacked in strength and with resolution,

could not have secured a number of hits on our ships. Nothing of the sort

occurred.

During the hour and a half while I was crossing the Straits from Sicily

to Italy and the hour when I returned in the reverse direction later in the

day I did net see one single deman plane in the air. Will Gomany ever have

such a chance again in this theatre of war as that which she missed this

morning?

When I landed at Marzimeni eight weeks ago I had to wade ashore. Today

my "duck" swept majestically onto the narrow sandy beach and drove straight

on through a plantation by the main road beyond. That beach provided the

first surprise. When we landed in Sicily in July all beaches of any size in

the southeast corner of the island had at least been protected with barbed

wire against our impending attack and frequently mined as well. Here there

had been no attempt at wiring and up to noon no mines had been located in the

neighbourhood in which I landed.

Again in view of the fact that the whole population of these coastal

villages had been evacuated some weeks ago one might have expected to find

the majority of houses diabolically boobytrapped* Sappers hadn’t when I left

this area in the early afternoon discovered any. It’s difficult to believe

that the Germans are tiring of this form of humour. One can only suppose

that although a number of German troeps must Have passed through the area

during the past two months the Germans have never seriously set themselves

to undertake defence of this sector of the coast. In view of the
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probability that it would have to endure Allied attacks this seems doubly
surprising, but facts speak for themselves.

There were some German troops here according to reports of the population
until three days ago but one enn only suppose they did not include sappers.

As my "duck" drove ashore ships were disembarking, their cargoes at various

points along the beach. Although it' was a. bare six hours from the time when the

first British troops disembarked already I noted plentiful signs' that men of the

Eighth Army were making themselves at home. On the verge of the•beach itself

I saw that most familiar and.homely of all desert scenes - the "brew up". For

good or ill the British soldier of today fights and marches and works on tea. Give

him ten minutes leisure and somehow he will produce all the apparatus necessary

for his brew up. Ho was doing it again this morning at the earliest opportunity
as I had seen him do it at every ha.lt in the advances from Alamein to Tripoli

last winter. No doubt he will do it, if the opportunity occurs, on the steps of

Saint Peters or on the pavements of the Wilhelmstrasse,

Characteristic of the speed with which the Eighth army gets itself

established on new ground were the evidences that array workshops and field dressing

stations were already established, although it was still some tine short of noon,

and troops had begun to land only just before dawn. Leaving ny convenient "duck"

I walked down a lane to the nearest dressing station. I wondered what casualties

there had been in this particular landing.

A medical officer greeted me, "Step inside. We are beginning to get things
fitted up here.. Casualties? Well, there was no fighting here at all, I’ve only
two patients at present. One has rather bad boils, the other slipped and sprained

his ankle getting off a landing craft' this morning:. That’s all,"

Nothing could be more eloquent than that.

I wanted to get into Reggio which I heard had been entered by Eighth Army

troops about nine o’clock. Having left my kit on the Sicilian shore I had no

difficulty in obtaining a lift from a passing car. Reggio is to a great extent

simply & repetition of Messina., It’s not quite so shattered as the latter town.

One feels that it’s civic life might recover in a week or two, whereas Messina

is still just as dead as it was three weeks ago when we first entered. It is less

attractive architecturally than its Sicilian sister despite its fine opera house, I

couldn’t see evidence of more than three dozen of its sixty thousand inhabitants

still remaining in the town. Their reaction was exactly that of people of all

the more heavily bombed cities of Sicily, They looked indifferent and apathetic

but cried out "viv Inglese" when I produced a- tin of bullybeef and a packet of

biscuits.

Three pathetic old crones clutched my hands in their skinny fingers and

almost pawed me for food.

There was a little group of Carabinieri in a sidestreet. They came up

running like obedient puppydogs when I beckoned. But all they could tell me was

that there was no food in the town and that the inhabitants except for a few score

had fled to the mountains. The mayor had gone off with the Germans.

I did not want to remain in this lifeless shell of a town and it was

necessary to return to Sicily in order to transmit this article, so 1 again

jumped a lift in an army truck returning to the beaches. Even during the hour

or two I had been in Reggio the amount of our* military transport already ashore

had swollen almost unbelievably and military police were already busily coping

with its flow.
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It was while I was waiting for a landing craft to cowry me back across the

Straits that I had my single reminder that the whole landing operation was not

merely a glorified peace-time military manouevre, I wT as pleasantly employed

plucking o. few* figs in a beaohside orchard as a substitute for the rations I had

given away to the old women in Ileggic when a smo.ll formation of enemy planes

swooped over the hills and dived towards the beach* A couple of bombs nioely
bracketed my orchard, one falling in a field above, one on the beach below* And

then the planes wore off and that was that*

I sow no more enemy planes, and no more "bombs the rest of the day and this

fleeting and perfunctory visit is perhaps an even more eloquent witness of the

futility and pussilommity of what one might' almost 00.1 l "the dated Luftwaffe”

than even a total absence of all aircraft would have been.

And so you con practically sum up as follows the results of this pregnant day.
The invasion of Europe, so long a subject for speculation and controversy, became

reality: given air cover landing on the European coast is shown to be a perfectly

practicable operation where there one no long prepared enemy defences.

Tactical methods, the method of softening up the target by preliminary lend

and air and sea bombardment has abundantly justified itself.

The Italian people arc virtually out of the war.

MINISTRY Of Information
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